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Abstract: Those researching the science of construction Products, Systems, Elements, Spaces, Entities 
and Complexes may wonder how best to deliver their findings to designers and builders. One such route 
is through national master specification systems (NMSS). Designers creating project specifications 
typically use NMSS as an aid in this process. The best of these systems are comprehensive, consistent, 
current, structured and editable, include guidance, are delivered in object-oriented databases, can form 
part of the built-environment information model (BIM), are discipline- and sector-neutral, and serve 
more than the construction phase of the project timeline. Such systems are intended to facilitate the 
sound and efficient specification of project requirements, potentially from a project’s inception to its 
eventual demolition and beyond. Architectural science informs many of the choices offered in the 
specification system text, much of the content of the guidance, the selection of many of the links 
provided to external information from the NMSS, and the content of much of that external information. 
This is illustrated in NBS Create, a national master specification system published by RIBA Enterprises in 
the UK, which meets the criteria mentioned. 

Keywords: Specification; national master specification systems; NBS Create; Building Information 
Modelling. 

1. Introduction 
This conceptual paper shows how the findings of research into architectural science, embodied in 
documents such as Australian standards and the literature of industry associations, are routinely 
communicated to working designers and builders through the medium of national master specification 
systems. This communication mechanism and its contents are imperfect and both can perhaps be 
improved through more direct input from architectural scientists. The work presented in this paper is 
based largely on the critical reflection of the author, who has been involved in the development of 
national master specification systems in Australia and the UK since 1992. 

The practice of preparing the brief, construction specification, operation and maintenance (O&M) 
manuals, and the deconstruction specification for construction projects – collectively the ‘lifetime’ 
specification – was quite primitive in 1963 when the first meeting of the Architectural Science 
Association (ASA) was held in Adelaide. These documents were written from scratch or using cut-and-
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paste, with little or no consistency between, and even within, each design and construction 
organization. They were typewritten, generally not by their authors but by an office typist. They were 
geared for the most part to build-only procurement. These documents were independent of each other. 
The standards and other documents they referenced had to be accessed in hard-copy libraries, office-
based or central, as did any work on architectural science the specifier might have relied upon. The 
working drawings were drafted by hand. They might have been cross-referenced here and there within 
the specification, and may likewise have referenced the specification, but were otherwise independent 
of it. 

In the 53 years since the first meeting of the ASA, the authoring, production, and use of the project 
specification has developed significantly, through five major developments in information technology: 

• National master specification systems (NMSS). 
• Personal computers. 

• The World Wide Web. 
• Built-environment information modelling (BIM). 
• The Uniclass 2015 classification system (in the UK). 

1.1. National master specification systems 

National master specification systems such as those published by NATSPEC (Australia), RIBA Enterprises 
(UK) and ARCOM (USA) became available in the early 1970s (NATSPEC, 2016; NBS, 2013; ARCOM, 2016). 
The publishers of these and a number of other NMSSs are members of the International Construction 
Information Society (ICIS). Though NMSSs have existed in various forms since at least 1840 (Gelder, 
2008), this new breed has a number of advantages. Most are centrally maintained. Many are now 
delivered in object-oriented databases (but not, for example, NATSPEC). The best are comprehensive, 
consistent, current, structured and editable, include guidance, can form part of the built-environment 
information model (BIM), are discipline- and sector-neutral, and serve more than the construction phase 
of the project timeline. Such systems are intended to facilitate the sound and efficient specification of 
project requirements, potentially from a project’s inception to its eventual demolition and beyond. The 
systems are subscribed to rather than purchased, to ensure currency and to license breach of copyright. 
NBS Create, a NMSS published by RIBA Enterprises in the UK, is one such system. It was first published in 
2012, and was devised, prototyped and co-developed by the author. 

National master specification systems are the central topic of this paper, and are discussed in more 
detail below. 

1.2. Personal computers 

Personal computers became commonplace after 1981, with the launch of the IBM PC (Wikipedia, 2016). 
In design offices, personal computers have replaced typewriters and drawing boards, and in 
construction offices they are replacing sheaves of drawings and piles of specifications. Designers create 
their own project building information models. They also create their own project specifications, though 
not all designers specify – they do not all have the required time, interest or expertise. Those who do 
specify usually use NMSSs, which are loaded onto their personal computers, as the main source for the 
project specification. 
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1.3. The World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web came into existence in 1989, entering the public domain in 1993 (CERN, 2016). At 
this stage many organizations were wary of giving their staff access to the Web, but this access is now 
ubiquitous, within offices, at home, and indeed at all points in between. This access is essential to the 
production and use of project specifications, and to the use of NMSSs. Resources such as regulations, 
standards, manufacturer’s literature, journals and industry guidance (on architectural science, for 
example) are all delivered via the Web. Many of these are linked from within the NMSS. In many cases, 
updates to NMSSs are also delivered via the Web, and project specifications may be held remotely (on 
the ‘cloud’), for convenience and security, and accessed using the Web. As a result of this shift to the 
Web, most architectural practices no longer maintain traditional hard-copy libraries (hence the closure 
of the RIBA’s Office Library Service some years ago). 

1.4. Built-environment Information Modelling 

‘Open’ built-environment information modelling (BIM) began in earnest in 1996 with the establishment 
of the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), now known as buildingSMART (buildingSMART, 
2014). Open BIM requires the use of the neutral IFC file exchange format developed by buildingSMART 
and now at version 4.0. The project specification is sometimes described as the ‘I’ in BIM, though many 
still see BIM as being mostly about the project geometry (Waterhouse, 2012). For a complete model, 
both specification and geometry must be integrated. 

Over recent years BIM has been moving beyond buildings to include civil engineering and the like, 
and moves are underway to integrate it with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Andrews and 
Kuehne, 2016). A number of governments have mandated the use of BIM for construction projects, 
most recently the UK (‘level 2’ BIM, mandated from April 2016), but not all (Gelder, 2016a). 

NBS Create is a ‘BIM-ready’ specification system – it has an appropriate data structure, provides the 
basic property sets for many objects (P-sets, in the terminology of IFCs), exports to COBie (Construction-
Operations Building information exchange), and links to the project geometry, but does not (yet) export 
or import using the IFC format (COBie UK, 2012). 

Intelligent property sets in BIM specifications are key to developing models that can be interrogated 
to determine the performance of objects of various classes (e.g. Entities) and types (e.g. residential 
buildings). This would be very useful for regulatory and non-regulatory compliance purposes, for 
example, but few such simulation tools are certified for use in compliance (ARUP MassMotion is one), 
and none are designed to interrogate both the BIM geometry and the BIM specification (ARUP, 2015). 
There is a lot of work still to be done. 

1.5. Uniclass 2015 

Uniclass 2015 was launched in the UK to replace earlier classification systems such as CI/SfB and 
Uniclass 1997, which were seen as no longer fit for purpose (Gelder, 2015). Behind this development is 
the 2015 edition of ISO 12006-2. Uniclass 2015 forms the backbone of NBS Create, and defines a 
standard object hierarchy that spans all construction disciplines and sectors. The physical hierarchy 
comprises Products, Systems, Elements, Spaces, Entities, and Complexes (Districts and Regions will be 
added in the future). Different strands of architectural science have something to say about all of these 
object classes, and so does the sector-neutral lifetime specification. Though confined to the UK at 
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present, it is likely that Uniclass 2015 will be adopted into other countries over the next few years, 
including Canada, Singapore, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Australia (private communication, 2016). 

However, Uniclass 2015 is still in development. From the point of view of architectural science, a 
very important table that is missing is that for Properties. This means that object properties in master 
specification systems are likely to be identified and defined inconsistently. Indeed, if the properties used 
in NBS Create (the property part of the property:value pairs, such as Colour: or Illuminance: or 
Thickness:) are to be used to ‘seed’ the Uniclass 2015 Properties table, which was the intention, they 
first need to be edited to remove duplicates and the like. Once the Properties table is developed, then 
NBS Create will need to be aligned to it. The Properties table will be complex as it will have to deal with 
all properties of all objects of all classes, from Regions down to Products in the hierarchy, but also of all 
objects in the tables outside the hierarchy, such as Phases and Construction aids. Table 1 shows key 
property classes used for objects of different classes in the physical hierarchy, in row 3 (Performance 
specification). 

1.6. Procurement and the lifetime specification 

The rise of design-build (D&B), build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT), partnership and other forms of 
procurement, in parallel to the developments listed above, has led to the concept of the lifetime 
specification, integrating into a seamless stream the various specifications produced along the project 
timeline. This is managed by dealing with objects formally, using the object hierarchy, and through 
allowing each object class to be specified in different ways, depending on the state of design at the time 
specifying. For example, a System may be specified by some or all of its performance (performance 
specification), by listing some or all of its component Products (compositional specification), by 
describing some or all of its component Products in terms of performance, composition or brand, by 
identifying the brand of the System itself (where branded systems are available), or some combination 
of all this. Assembly of component Products into the System, commissioning of the System, operation 
and maintenance of the System and its eventual deconstruction may also be specified. Other object 
classes – such as Entities, Elements and Products – can be dealt with in the same way. NBS Create allows 
all of these options, and so is flexible enough to deal with any procurement route. Table 1 illustrates the 
consistent approach to this provided for in Uniclass 2015 and in NBS Create. 

Table 1: The specification of object classes. 
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Economic 
Environmental 

Environmental 
Safety 
Acoustic 
Energy 
Sustainability 

Custom-
made: 

No Minor n.a. • • • Major 

Execution: Minor n.a. • • Major No 
Completion: Minor • • • n.a. • • Major 
O&M: Minor • • • n.a. • • Major 
Proprietary: No Rare • • n.a. • • • Normal 

 

2. Lifetime specification and architectural science 
The specifications that comprise the ‘lifetime’ specification all flow into each other, forming a 
continuum. In BIM, these are reports from the model. The model holds them all, but a given report will 
only contain the relevant information from the model. For example, a specification produced for 
construction tender will not contain briefing requirements that have long since been solved. But briefing 
requirements are still held in the model, and may be put to use in the O&M manuals, as the basis of 
performance triggers for lamp replacement, for example. 

2.1. The design and specification process 

Specifications are a written record of the design requirements at a particular stage in the project 
process. They are produced all along the project timeline, sometimes to be passed from one team to 
another within an organization (e.g. from the design team to the documentation team), sometimes to 
be passed from one organization to another as part of an approval or procurement process (e.g. from 
the architectural designers to the council planners for approval). 

Design decision-making follows two sequences simultaneously. The designers generally make 
decisions about object classes high in the hierarchy (such as Complexes) before they make decisions 
about object classes lower in the hierarchy (such as Products). And, for each object, designers generally 
progress from identifying the problem, to elucidating the problem, to solving the problem generically, 
and finally to solving the problem by brand where available (which may then be substituted). Several 
designers such as the client, the architect and the subcontractors might be involved in this process 
(Gelder, 1997). At any point in time, for objects of a given class such as Spaces, some may be resolved 
fully, and some not at all. The process is not tidy. 

Architectural science informs these two processes all the way through, or it should: there are several 
breaks in transmission from source to outlet. The source – the architectural science ‘body of knowledge’ 
– is generated by researchers, in industry and academia, and is reported for the most part in technical 
industry journals and academic literature intended for specialist readership. Examples include 
Architectural Science Review and Construction and Building Materials. 

Architectural science should inform many of the choices offered in the specification system text, 
much of the content of the guidance, the selection of many of the links provided to external information 
from the NMSS, and the content of much of that external information. But NMSSs are prepared by 
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teams of design professionals – architects, engineers, landscape architects and so on. They are not 
architectural scientists – they are generalists, with a wide range of interests. They obtain information 
about architectural science from sources such as BRE publications, the technical publications of industry 
associations produced for specifiers, the standards published by BSI and Standards Australia, and so on. 
In the UK, a very good collection of such sources is held on the IHS/NBS Construction Information Service 
(IHS, 2016) – works from 510 publishers are carried, and many are linked from within NBS Create. There 
is no equivalent in Australia. 

Generally, master specifiers (i.e. those preparing NMSSs) do not learn about developments in 
architectural science from technical industry journals or academic journals. This is partly because they 
have neither access nor the time and expertise to digest the material, and partly because nor do their 
target audience of working architects, engineers and other construction professionals. Both groups do, 
however, have access to paid-for resources such as BRE Digests (in the UK), and to the free technical 
publications of trade organizations and others such as the CSIRO Building Technology Files (in Australia – 
a shadow of the defunct CSIRO Notes on the Science of Building) and the BRANZ Study Reports, in New 
Zealand. These are produced for working architects, engineers and other construction professionals. 

The master specifiers bring this all together, or as much of it as they can readily find, bearing in mind 
that they operate in a commercial environment. They digest it, note inconsistencies and occasionally try 
to resolve them by talking to experts. They provide access to the documents in the NMSS, by 
paraphrasing them where appropriate, by linking to the documents themselves, or to documents that 
interpret them, on the Web, and by authoring their own guidance. Authoring and maintaining this 
information is a costly task, and has often been underestimated, even by very large organizations. 

Another gap in transmission is that project specifiers may or may not read and use the guidance 
provided in the NMSS. The best will, but the conventional construction-phase project specification is 
often prepared in a hurry, towards the end of the documentation process. The result is that, 
occasionally, one sees ‘project specifications’ which comprise the unedited NMSS, with none of the 
inserts completed, or with them all deleted, for example. However, NBS Create is designed to encourage 
and allow specifiers to start the process earlier (Gelder, 2011). It is also designed to allow the contractor 
to prepare the record specification, for use in the O&M phase of the project. But, at the moment, this is 
still uncommon. There is room for improvement. 

Finally, the audience for the project specification may not read it at all! Conventionally, construction 
specifications are kept in a drawer on site, and only referred to when a problem arises, rather than as a 
matter of routine (Bentley, 1981). This is one reason why designers annotate drawings with simple 
specification notes, which makes it even less likely that the full specification will be read, and may 
contradict it. Subcontractors may not even be familiar with central standards (Nawar & Zourtos, 1994). 
It is hoped that, as contractors get used to BIM, to the integrated lifetime specification, and to 
collaborative working, they will increasingly use the specification on site, and continue to develop it for 
O&M purposes. 

2.2. Guidance in the NMSS 

The NMSS can be viewed in its entirety as guidance (Gelder, 2009b). In many respects it contains a lot 
more information than the project timeline specification. This is partly because it provides guidance at 
different levels, from general guidance at section level (where a section is about an object class such as 
Masonry walling systems), down to guidance at property level, by suggesting objects and properties to 
be specified (by providing lists of alternative values, and (often) guidance about how to select them). 
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This information is available to specifiers (who can add their own guidance, if using NBS Create), but is 
not included in the contractual specification. However, an NMSS subscriber contractor should be able to 
read the project specification alongside the original NMSS guidance (but not the specifiers’ own 
guidance). 

It contains more information also because an NMSS will describe many objects not used in a 
particular project. For example, the project may use timber structural framing systems, but the NMSS 
will also describe concrete and steel structural framing systems. The NMSS text (as distinct from the 
NMSS guidance), which is a form of guidance in its own right, deals with all possible methods of 
procurement. For a given System, the NMSS will provide for specification by brand, by performance, by 
composition, and by description – but the project specifier may simply opt for a brand specification. 

To illustrate the concept of NMSS text and guidance, an extract follows from an NBS Create System 
outline clause from section 20-15-05 Asphalt paving systems (2014). Clause-wide guidance is given 
under the clause title. Values are suggested for properties, and guidance on specification of values is 
given in the third column. Many documents are referenced and linked, including internal material such 
as ‘general guidance’, which applies to the whole section. Specifiers would use System manufacturer if 
specifying by brand, and the other Properties if specifying by composition (i.e. listing the component 
Products). 

 
105 Asphalt concrete light duty paving system 
Use clause for footways and cycle routes with asphalt concrete (formerly macadam or coated 
macadam). Footways and paved pedestrian areas do not require a base course. See general guidance 
2 for further information on applications using asphalt surfaces. 
See general guidance 4.2 and 8.1 on accessibility; BS 8300 gives recommendations for slip resistance 
for footways, if applicable. 
See general guidance 6.2.1 for further information on asphalt concrete. 
See general guidance 7 regarding BREEAM. 

Property Value Guidance 
System 
manufacturer: 

[...].  

Subgrade 
improvement 
layer: 

Coarse aggregates for bases, beds and 
fill. 
Highways Agency unbound mixture 
Type 1. 

See general guidance 3.3 for 
guidance on sub-grade improvement. 
Manufacturers may also specify these 
as: 
• Highways Agency Cl 803 Type 1 

unbound mixture. 
• Highways Agency Type 1 

unbound mixture. 
• Unbound fine graded aggregate 

Class 6F4 BS EN 13285. 
• Unbound course graded 

aggregate Class 6F5 BS EN 13285. 
Granular sub-
base: 

Coarse aggregates for bases, beds and 
fill. 
Highways Agency unbound mixture 

See general guidance 6.5 for 
guidance on aggregates. 
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Type 1. 
Highways Agency unbound mixture 
Type 2. 
Highways Agency unbound mixture 
Type 4. 

 
It can be seen that values and guidance in an NMSS deal with and are informed by architectural 

science. Other clauses in the section address the performance specification of the Asphalt concrete light 
duty paving system, its component Products in detail, its site assembly and testing, and perhaps its 
operation and maintenance and eventual deconstruction. 

As noted, the master specifiers find guidance in a number of places, and reference many of them in 
the text of the specification itself or in the guidance. Project specification authors can follow them all up, 
if they wish, and if they have access to them, and project specification users can follow up those cited in 
the text. The references in the text, values and guidance are mostly to Standards. Accordingly, in 
NATsource (NATSPEC, 2015) Australian Standards alone account for 70% of the content, but documents 
published by 84 other organizations are also cited. The committees developing Standards generally 
include manufacturers, users and designers, and academics. This way, architectural science finds its way 
into Standards, and hence into specifications. Standards contain default requirements which will not be 
repeated in the specifications that cite them. Specification users are meant to have access to them – 
NATsource includes lists of ‘suggested standards for offices’ of architects and others. 

Though text books on architectural science might still be held by design practices, they might not be 
current. They might not be relevant, either. For example, in Australia textbooks from the UK and USA on 
construction materials, products and systems might be used as they are (e.g. in University courses), 
because there are no Australian ones, but are misleading in terms of cited standards, regulatory context, 
sourcing, environmental impact and so on (for example, Lyons, 2014; and Hall and Greeno, 2013). It is 
suggested that NATSPEC itself can be seen as a maintained computer-based Australian textbook on 
architectural science, dealing with construction Products and Systems for architects, structural and 
services engineers, landscape architects, and municipal engineers. The same can be said for NBS Create 
and the other NMSSs around the world. Some, such as NATSPEC, are free to students and academics, 
and for some, such as NATSPEC again, their use is mandated by government procurement agencies. 
They are widely available resources. 

As well as linking to guidance, hyperlinks within the UK’s NBS Create are also used for automated 
specification assembly, and to link to BIM geometry tools such as Autodesk Revit and the National BIM 
Library, and to the government-funded BIM process management tool, the NBS BIM Toolkit. The BIM 
specification is thoroughly integrated into the design and documentation process. 

One problem with documents referenced from within a BIM specification is that they are not a part 
of the BIM. They are digital ‘dead-ends’ (Gelder, 2009a). This will hamper efforts to interrogate the 
model for compliance and other purposes. To rectify this it is suggested elsewhere, for example, that 
building codes be published in IFC format (Gelder, 2016b). 

2.3. Reports 

Being delivered in an SQL database, with the smallest reporting unit comprising property:value pairs, 
NBS Create can support many classes of report, such as reports on referenced documents cited, 
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submittals requested, Properties (e.g. Acoustic performance), text flagged as ‘sustainability’ or 
‘regulatory’, and any of the subsections such as Execution or Operation and maintenance (Table 1, left-
hand column). Many of these reports pertain to aspects of architectural science. NBS Create reports to 
several formats: COBie, Systems (Product clauses held in the Products sections), and Work sections 
(Products clauses held in the Systems sections, and therefore repeated where common). 

The use of metadata is another characteristic of using a database. NBS Create automatically 
supplements changes made to the content of the office master or project specification, by dating them 
and assigning the responsible author. This allows users to investigate the development of the 
specification, by date and/or by author. Authors can also add their own metadata, such as the reason 
for the change. These might include a client request or variation, a condition imposed by a regulatory 
authority, an approved substitution, or a ‘contractor’s choice’, where a generic specification in the 
contract is replaced by the specification of the chosen brand. This metadata is available to subsequent 
users of the project specification. 

3. Conclusion 
The project timeline specification can be viewed as a key mechanism for applying architectural science 
to construction projects, through its description of requirements all along the timeline for objects of all 
classes and types, ranging from Regions to Products. These descriptions are authored and used by 
designers, builders, operation and maintenance (O&M) personnel and demolishers. Project 
specifications are prepared using national master specification systems (NMSSs), which might therefore 
be seen as a convenient conduit for the transmission of knowledge about architectural science to the 
industry at large (rather than doing this practice-by-practice, or specification-by-specification). 
Architectural scientists have contributed to their development indirectly, and perhaps unwittingly, 
through contributing to the development of Standards and other technical publications. They might also 
be able to contribute to their development directly and actively, to improve the scientific basis of their 
content, perhaps through organizations such as the ASA. The description provided in this paper, of the 
development and use of national master specification systems with particular reference to architectural 
science, should be of use to those wishing to do so. 
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